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The topic of this paper is the extension of the basic facts of valua
tion theory to noncommutative systems.1 The purpose of this gen
eralization is twofold. First, the theory of valuations with commuta
tive groups of values is placed in the framework of the theory of 
/-groups,2 and secondly the general theory leads to the construction 
of a new class of infinite division algebras. These division algebras are 
of highly transcendental structure over their respective centers ; more
over they may be considered, in special cases, as crossed transcen
dental extensions of other division algebras. 

I t is necessary to recall some facts on /-groups. A group T is called 
a simply ordered /-group if the following axioms are satisfied : 

(I) There is defined a binary inclusion relation which is "homogene
ous" in the sense that ce^jS implies p+a+a^fi+P+cr for all p, cr, 

(II) r is a lattice with respect to the ordering relation, and 
(III) given <x, j3, either ce^/3or/3èc*.8 

Furthermore Û ^ / 3 means aUj8 = a. The totality of all positive ele
ments of T is a semi-group and shall be denoted by T+ . The absolute 
value | a | of a is defined as a U - a , Hence | a | is equal to ce or —a 
according as a lies in T+ or the complement T — T+.4 Since T is simply 
ordered an /-ideal or isolated subgroup A which is defined by Birkhoff5 

to contain with each 8 all £ with | £| < | ô| may alternately be defined 
as follows. An isolated subgroup contains with each ô > 0 all £€Er+ 

satisfying £ < ô. 

DEFINITION. A one-valued function V on a division ring D upon an 
l-group T is called a valuation if the following postulates hold: 
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